The Views Of Thomas Hobbes On Politics And Society
Thomas Hobbes was a famous philosopher in the 17 century who is famous for his books works
and his political view on the society. In the late 17th century Thomas Hobbes had a connection
between the royalist of the argument between the kings and the parliament were involved in the
conflict on king power issue including fundraising money for the troops. During the 17th century
Thomas Hobbes had no choice but to giving King Charles support, so king Charles I can defend
his own rights.
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Royalist members of parliament used Thomas Hobbes part of study of a written subject in the
arguments. The study of written subject was moved and of his works the elements of law,
Natural and Politic are the finest works of Thomas Hobbes of political philosophy. During
Thomas Hobbes trip in Paris he published his works had become one of his greatest work and
his books written such as Leviathan is also known as or the matter, Forme and Power of
Common wealth Ecclesiastical and civil. Before leviathan was published during the English civil
war from 1642 to 1651 when Thomas Hobbes held the argument, arguing for the necessity and
natural evolution of social construct of the individuals together are united into political societies,
Thomas Hobbes agreed on his theory of necessity and natural evolution of social construct
following the rules and accepting the result of the duties by protecting themselves from one to
another.
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Thomas Hobbes published his first book De Cive of political Philosophy The Book De Cive
focuses on similar titles such as Liberty, Empire, Religion is developed being the part of Political
Philosophy Work is the third book in Element, Thomas Hobbes has written to address safety in
England. Thomas Hobbes had started to works has become one of the most finest work has a
great impact on his books such as Leviathan, or The Matter, Forme and power of a Common
Wealth Ecclesiastical and civil is known as Leviathan. During the English civil war from 1642 to
1651 when Thomas Hobbes held the argument for the natural evolution of social contract
occurs in people has a mutation reunion in political societies have an agreement avoiding the
common rules and agree to accept the result of duties protecting themselves from one to other.
Thomas Hobbes agrees on the law of euthanasia when people make their own decision by
making on a choice whether to live or die end in suffering. Many people who have euthanasia
relieve in pain or in suffering choose to end his or her life have the intention to end another
person life to have a death taking the advantage of other people life.
On other hand Thomas Hobbes views states People have this illness causing them to have
health problems occur in the body. Patients who have euthanasia have to take painkilling
medication is used in treatment to make patient taking the medication to die. They are not able
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to function well in their body and they had suffer from having pain and in past they have a good
or bad life. Thomas Hobbes does not agree on theft should not be legalized by the government
because it wrong for person to steal person personal things which belongs to them without their
permission. Personal things are belonged to owner are not returned back and they are stolen,
criminals have to make sacrifices for their family for example getting food and getting stuffs that
are useful them which might save themselves from poverty. Thomas Hobbes agrees on the
government takes DNA samples from newborn babies maintaining a databank using to be
match DNA from crime scene. When newborn baby is born, they are separated from their
mothers taking the DNA samples from the baby. The doctors use these samples from baby by
studying the many types of disorders. The government stores the DNA sample from newborn
baby is born after the mother gives birth for future crimes. They use to match person DNA from
the family to ensure if the person have a mental problem using to identify from family genes
collecting from blood, salvia and hair.
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Thomas Hobbes agrees on there is law about arresting certain ethnic groups arrested due
suspicious are interrogated fighting terrorism. There are stereotypes of ethnic groups of their
race, nationality, negative view and perceptions on these ethnic groups. Stereotypes of these
ethnics groups might be dangerous and suspicious. Thomas Hobbes agrees on law of terrorism
people who commit crimes should be arrested and send to jail due to their actions. They should
be given life sentence not to repeat the same mistake over again. Thomas Hobbes agree on
law of decriminalize crimes of criminals should be arrested for crime and they should be given
warning not repeat same mistake of doing another crime.
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